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Aristotle

Old Greek guy who taught us  

how to define stuff.
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Sample Definition

Subject field: Internet

Term: account

Definition: A login directory 

restricted for the use of  a 

particular person, usually 

password- protected, that 

provides access to a system.
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Sample Definition

account

A login directory (1) restricted for the 

use of  a particular person, (2) usually 

password- protected, (3) that provides 

access to a system.

Blue = broader concept

Wine = distinguishing characteristics
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An Implied Sentence

Implied Implied

subject:      verb (copula):

[An account is] A login directory (1) 

restricted for the use of  a particular 

person, (2) usually password-

protected, (3) that provides access to a 

system.

(The definition itself  is a predicate.)
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Components of the Definition
Subject (the designation)

The term as an implied subject. There is no real subject..

Copula
Used in place of the implied verb “is”

Colon, dash, carriage return (in text)

Predicate
Statement of genus & listing of essential and delimiting 
characteristics

Orthographic rules (ASTM used to differ from ISO)
Starts with the appropriate article (a, an, the, or maybe any) –
vs. none in ISO

Starts with a capital letter – ends with period (typical American 
style)

No capital, no period – ISO style

Don’t mix the two styles – use one consistently!
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Definition Format Rules
State the term in the term field.

DO NOT REPEAT THE TERM IN THE 
DEFINITION! (in English; German style 
does repeat the term)

The term is an implied subject.
DO NOT USE THE VERB [is/ist/es, etc.] 
. The verb “is” is implied (copula).

Start with the appropriate article (a, an, the, 
or maybe any) – or leave it out.

Start with a capital letter & end with a period.

[Or no capital letter, no period.]

[But be consistent in one system.]
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Form of Definitions

A concept is always defined with 

reference to a specific subject field.

The definition consists of 1) the 

statement of a superordinate or broader 

concept, followed by 2) a statement of 

the characteristics that differentiate that 

concept from similar concepts as viewed 

in a concept system.
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Features of Definitions

The statement of a genus (A 

broader or superordinate concept)

The statement of differentiating 

characteristics

Porphyry:

Old Phoenician / Roman guy 

who clarified Aristotle and 

taught us how to classify 

stuff.
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Porphyry’s 

Tree

Ontology

Epistemology

Definition by 

classification

Genus to species

Species to 

individual
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How the tree works

What is Plato?

An individual male human, who was a Greek 

philosopher.

What is a human?

A rational animal. (An animal that is rational.)

What is an animal?

A sentient living being. (A living being that is 

sentient.)
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Term + Definition Form

term: account

subject field: internet

genus 
(superordinate 

concept):

A login directory

characteris-

tics:

restricted for the use of  a 

particular person, usually 

password- protected, that provides 

access to a system.
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Tautology Errors

The definition repeats the components of 

the term:

“zu inclusion” – The inclusion of “zu”

(in German) the insertion of the particle 

“zu” between a separable prefix and the base 

verb in order to form the infinitive, instead of 

placing the particle before the entire verb, 

which is the customary position
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Tautologies

A complementary entry mirrors the 

definition in a related entry. (Term “A” is 

a function of term “B”; term “B” is the 

complementary function of term “A”

transitive verb: verb that takes a direct object

direct object: object associated with a 

transitive verb
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Properties vs. Characteristics

object/visual representation

one of  the set of  all lead pencils (extension)

concept:                 designation

abstraction             (term):

based on:                lead pencil

category

level of  

abstraction

composition

colour

composition

shape

usage

medium                

function

property

concreteness

made of  a long, thin piece of  

graphite

wood casing surrounds graphite

casing is yellow

at one end there is an eraser

other end sharpened to a point

graphite&casing sharpened for use

graphite is writing medium

used for writing or making marks

characteristic

concreteness

graphite core                                                                                                                

graphite core is encased in wood

casing may be any colour

one end may have an eraser

one end may be sharpened to a point

graphite & casing sharpened for use

graphite is writing medium

used for making marks
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Essential or Delimiting 

Characteristics

Essential characteristics: those 

characteristics that distinguish the 

subordinate concept from the 

superordinate concept (parent).

Delimiting characteristics: those 

characteristics that distinguish a concept 

from other parallel concepts (coordinate 

concepts, siblings).
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Fixing a definition

Son resortes helicoidales sujetos a fuerzas de torsión en 
las extremidades, a diferencia de los anteriores que 
soportaban cargas a compresión. Usualmente al igual 
que los resortes de extensión son de espiras cerradas, es 
decir que no hay espacio entre espiras al igual que 
sucede con un resorte de extensión, aunque en 
ocasiones, se quiere evitar los esfuerzos de fricción por 
ello se deja un espacio entre espiras. Existen del tipo de 
cuerpo singular y doble (doble torsión). Tienen 
extremidades configuradas para aplicar torsión de una 
manera conveniente al cuerpo enrollado del resorte. 
Estas extremidades ultimadamente conectan una fuerza 
distante del eje del cuerpo enrollado, 
para aplicar un torque. 
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Criteria for Contexts

Contains the term itself

Contains discourse elements that 

provide cognitive clues to the 

meaning of the term

Contains collocational information 

on term usage in context
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“Rules” for Contexts

Must contain the term.

And that’s it!

Any syntactical form, punctuation, etc., 

but generally: start with a capital, end 

with a period or ellipsis …

No set length

Defining, explanatory, and associative 

types
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Other rules

Always indicate the subject field

Always indicate your responsibility name

Don’t capitalize terms unless they are always 

capitalized.

Capitalize the first word of contexts.

Put a period at the end or an ellipsis, if it’s a 

fragment

Make sure that definitions match the concept 

and match the part of speech.

Watch out for unrelated homographs.



This one is good



Good entry, but the definitions have too many sentences. Put 

extra stuff in notes.



Corrected English definition, but the English context is a problem 

–the term doesn’t appear; it does appear in the Japanese.
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Fixing a definition
Definition: Resorte helicoidal sujeto a fuerzas de torsión
en las extremidades, a diferencia de los anteriores que
soportaban cargas a compresión. 

Note: Usualmente al igual que los resortes de extensión
son de espiras cerradas, es decir que no hay espacio
entre espiras al igual que sucede con un resorte de 
extensión, aunque en ocasiones, se quiere evitar los 
esfuerzos de fricción por ello se deja un espacio entre 
espiras. Existen del tipo de cuerpo singular y doble
(doble torsión). Tienen extremidades configuradas para
aplicar torsión de una manera conveniente al cuerpo
enrollado del resorte. Estas extremidades
ultimadamente conectan una fuerza distante del eje del 
cuerpo enrollado, para aplicar un torque. 

You could also use an Explanation 

for the extra info. Or just leave it out.
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Synonyms are hidden in the “Related Term” field. 

Add them as term groups.



We have thousands of 

black squirrels in Kent.


